KFCA & KHSAA VIDEO EXCHANGE POLICIES 2009
To All Head Football Coaches in the state of Kentucky
Below is a listing of policies from the KFCA and KHSAA on Video Exchange for football in the State of
Kentucky. After multiple years of problems and complaints concerning video exchange, we have found it
necessary to compile the following policies for the exchange of video between schools playing football
contests in the state of Kentucky. Starting in 2009 these policies will be part of the contract between the two
schools playing any football contest. In the 2008 season we will be using these policies for all 2008 contests.
As football coaches we would like to think that each coach is a professional and can agree to follow these
policies. There is no logical reason not to exchange video and to make sure the video is quality video. In
2008 we will be following these policies as adopted by the KFCA at the annual meeting in December 2007.
As a member of the football coaching profession we would like every school to follow these policies in
2008. If you have a problem with a video then you should first contact the Coach and team you traded with
to solve the problem. If that does not work then you are to contact Dale Anderson Dandcoach@aol.com to
address your concerns and to see if the KFCA can do anything to help the situation. IF not the school that
refuses to exchanged or cannot follow the policies will be contacted. In 2009 there will be contract recourse
for these problems.
Video Exchange Policy:
1) All teams will exchange at least 2 films of choice (choice made by the opponent) NO More than 3 at
a Time on the On Line Film Exchange.
2) All teams will exchange a Roster with Offensive & Defensive starters Marked.
3) All Visiting teams will be given the same Type area to film from as the home team.
4) All Video will be available by 8 am on Saturday Morning following the game (online exchange) or
by Noon on Saturday if there is a Physical Exchange of Video. Saturday games will be available at
the same times on Sunday following the game
5) All exchange video will be shot with a Tripod
6) All exchange video will be shot from the highest possible point in the stadium
7) All exchange video will be shot so that the teams Numbers are visible
8) All exchange video will be shot from the huddle to few seconds past the end of the play (5-10
seconds) If the team is a no huddle team the film will run before any shifts or motions to past the end
of the play (5-10 seconds). If there is a penalty the film shall continue to run until the penalty has
been enforced.
9) All exchange video will be filmed from the deepest offensive back to the safety to begin with, then
zooming in closer to the play in order to see the numbers on the players
10) On all Special Teams: The video should NOT follow the ball. On all Punts and Punt returns the
video should begin with a Wide View showing both the punt and punt return teams zooming in to the
return team after the ball is punted. The same is true on Kickoffs and Kick Returns. DO NOT
FOLLOW THE BALL. Start with a wide view of both the kickoff and return teams and then zoom in
to the return team.
11) The video will show the down and distance with a short shot of the downs marker between plays.
12) The video will show the scoreboard after every score.
13) All Video should be filmed digitally with a digital Camera. (Mandatory in 2009)
14) Video should be exchanged in DVD format or Online (Mandatory in 2009)
There is currently a Statewide effort to go to online video Exchange for the 2010 Season. WE will be testing
the system during MAY & JUNE. The Cost is $250.00 per school each year. There is a form enclosed to
join the online system. This is refundable if the system does not fit our needs, The Online system will be
able to alleviate all problems with video exchange by making films available for all sources.

